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This tutorial is a starter kit for making the library your own. It covers the basics in brief: how to
approach a research assignment, how to find books, articles, and other kinds of sources, how to
make choices among the sources you find, and where you can get help along the way.
This information is also available in human form at the reference desk. You can always sit down
and consult with a librarian about your project, no matter where you are in the process or how
vague or specific your questions might be.

Where do I start?
That all depends on what you're trying to do. Read your assignment carefully and think about
what steps you might want to take next. You probably will need to explore a topic area before
you narrow your focus and come up with a thesis. Be sure to take advantage of the superb
Writing Center tutors (who can help you think through an assignment) and the reference
librarians (who can point you toward the best information resources).
Planning Your Search
The word "research" means many different things. Research assignments might involve
reporting on a topic, reviewing the state of research in a given area, reading and critically
analyzing a text (in which case you may be directed to "discuss," "compare and contrast," or
"react to" the text) or investigating and taking a stand on an issue. You might be asked to
generate an original thesis or to conduct field research (interviews, surveys, experiments, or
first-hand observations), using information you find in the library to support and frame your
ideas. Read your assignment carefully and see if you can answer these questions:


What is the purpose of the project?
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To what extent should I bring my own ideas to the project? Do I need to present an
original theory, argue a point of view, or am I primarily sythesizing and organizing
information in order to report on it?
How much evidence (or information) will I need to gather?
What kinds of evidence (or sources) am I expected to use?
What should the finished project look like?

If you aren't able to answer these questions, ask the teacher for clarification - but only after
you've carefully read the assignment.
Doing research projects takes time. Look at your calendar and set realistic goals. Be sure you
don't spend all your time finding sources - plan time into your schedule to read them and to
write!
You might want to take a look at our Assignment Calculator to get some idea of how to
schedule your work. Or create your own schedule based on the checklist found in The Everyday
Writer.
Focusing your topic
You will have to spend some time mapping out the territory of a topic, sorting out what
information is available and what different angles have been taken by others. This is often the
most difficult part of the research process - and the most frustrating because you don't feel as if
you're making much headway. Try these strategies to make the most of this part of the process:








Make a list of possible topics for your research. Use class discussions, texts, personal
interests, conversations with friends, and discussions with your teacher for ideas. Start
writing them down - you'd be surprised how much faster they come once you start
writing.
Map out the topic by finding out what others have had to say about it. This is not the
time for in-depth reading, but rather for a quick scan. Many students start with a Google
search, but you can also browse the shelves where books on the topic are kept and see
what controversies or issues have been receiving attention. Search a database or index
of articles on your topic area and sort out the various approaches writers have taken.
Look for overviews and surveys of the topic that put the various schools of thought or
approaches in context. You may start out knowing virtually nothing about your topic,
but after scanning the literature you should have several ideas worth following up.
Invent questions. Do two things you come across seem to offer interesting contrasts?
Does one thing seem intriguingly connected to something else? Is there something
about the topic that surprises you? Do you encounter anything that makes you wonder
why? Do you run into something that makes you think, "no way! That can't be right."
Chances are you've just uncovered a good research focus.
Draft a proposal for research. Sometimes a teacher will ask you for a formal written
proposal. Even if it isn’t required, it can be a useful exercise. Write down what you want
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to do, how you plan to do it, and why it's important. You may well change your topic
entirely by the time its finished, but writing down where you plan to take your research
at this stage can help you clarify your thoughts and plan your next steps.
Can you put that in the form of a question?
For many, if not most, research assignments, you need to do more than understand a topic. You
need to have some central idea about it, a thesis that is supported by evidence. One way to do
this is to reformulate your topic as a question. Chances are your question will change as your
understanding of the topic deepens, but it should help guide your search to have a specific
research question in mind.

How Can I Find Background Information Quickly?
Students very often begin with a Google search to get a sense of what's out there and what
different approaches are being taken to a given topic. Wikipedia articles are often one of the
first results listed in a Google search, but librarians can also point you toward specialized
reference works such as the Encyclopedia of Applied Ethics or the Encyclopedia of Sociology that
do a great job of filling you in on a topic before you dive in any deeper - and are much more
likely to be considered credible sources by your teachers.
Scanning the landscape of your topic
Until you know a bit about your topic, you can't narrow your focus. Try one of these strategies
to get the big picture:




Search Google and see what turns up. While you may not find any sources that you
actually use for your research it is one way to quickly put your finger on the pulse of
contemporary popular culture. It does not work as well for topics such as literary
analysis, Biblical studies, psychology - or any other field of study in which popular
approaches to questions diverge widely from scholarly approaches.
Put your topic into a different version of Google, Google Scholar. You can limit your
search to recent publications using a drop-down option at the top of the screen. Notice
that you can see how often a particular work has been cited and can click on that link to
see who has been working in the same area more recently. You can also see which of
the articles are available through the library. A drawback to this approach is that the
results may be too specialized for you to see patterns easily.
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Put your topic into Academic Search Premier, one of the library's databases. Again, the
purpose isn't to find sources you will use, but it should reveal different ways to think
about a topic. This is particularly helpful if your topic is scholarly because this database
indexes core journals in a variety of subjects as well as newspapers and popular
magazines. You can even switch between magazines and scholarly journals using a
handy link on the left-hand side of your search. You may also want to select a range of
current years using the handy date slider on the right to focus on up-to-date sources.
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Want a really good tip? Use the library's hidden treasures: specialized reference books.
In far more depth than Encylopaedia Britannica orwith more expertise than most
articles in Wikipedia, these scholarly resources provide excellent and expert overviews
of topics and - as a bonus - will tell you which sources are the most valuable ones. A few
minutes browsing a reference work will give you lots of ideas. For example, the
Encyclopedia of Science, Technology, and Ethics includes overview articles on bioethics,
animal rights, fetal research, and the right to die. To get a sense of what reference
books are available, take a look at our Resources for Majors and Courses page - or swing
by the reference desk for a personalized list of suggestions. There's gold in them thar
reference collection stacks.

What about Wikipedia?
Many students turn to Wikipedia for background information because it's easy to use, it's vast,
and it has become so popular its articles often turn up within the first few links of a Web
search. For some topics, particularly in the realm of popular culture, the articles can be
valuable. However, there are two things to bear in mind.
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First, because authorship is not limited to experts, but is open to anyone, there are times the
articles are written by enthusiastic but ignorant amateurs.
Second, the quality varies considerably depending on who is interested in editing articles on a
particular topic. Quite a number of scientists and lawyers have spent time improving articles on
topics they understand well, but other subjects may have only skimpy articles. Apart from
subjects, the Wikmedia Foundation that manages Wikipedia has expressed concern about the
lack of diversity among editors, including the lack of women editors, which some feel results in
uneven coverage of subjects of interest to or about women.
In general, Wikipedia is often a great place to get basic background information and often will
provide links to useful sources. However, it is not generally considered a solid source for most
college-level research. Even its founder, Jimmy Wales, cautions students against using
Wikipedia for research papers. He told a reporter, "If you are reading a novel that mentions the
Battle of the Bulge, for instance, you could use Wikipedia to get a quick basic overview of the
historical event to understand the context. But students writing a paper about the battle should
hit the history books." In 2005, the prestigious science journal, Nature, caused a stir when it
published an analysis that claimed science articles in Wikipedia contained an average of four
mistakes, whereas the Encylopaedia Britannica contained three - something Britannica hotly
denied. Nevertheless, for college research you should go beyond general encyclopedias,
whether online or in print.
If you'd like to know more about Wikipedia, check out this article in The Atlantic. Or for a
politically-barbed, satirical take, see how it was covered by The Colbert Report.
Browsing for sources
Serendipity plays a big role in research, so long as you put yourself where it's most likely to
happen. When looking for books, you may want to start by searching the catalog - but once you
find a book that looks promising, browse the section of shelves around it. Our library uses the
Library of Congress system that, in the same way as the more familiar Dewey Decimal system,
puts books on the same topic near each other. You may want to browse in more than one
section: the general collection, oversized, reference, or for international studies the Hasselquist
Room. Each of these sections has its own A-Z set of Library of Congress system call numbers.
Some topics are more easily browsed than others. For example, books by and about a particular
writer are shelved together, but books on interdisciplinary subjects such as environmental
science may be in several places. Check the Majors pages for a list of browsing areas by major.
Keep an eye out for current books as you scan the shelves. One easy tip for doing that is to look
at the call number labels. In recent years, call numbers end with the year of publication. This
makes it easy to see if a book is current without having to open it up and look at the back of the
title page.
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Browsing is trickier in the periodicals section on the lower level, because journals and
magazines are shelved alphabetically by title rather than by subject. However, the Majors pages
have lists of what journals we get by major if you want to flip through issues of core journals in
the field. This works particularly well if you're in the "I'm still trying to decide what sort of topic
I might tackle" phase. You might also take a browse through recent issues of a general
magazine such as The New Yorker, Harper's, Mother Jones, The Atlantic, or New Scientist just to
spark ideas.
Skimming sources
As you decide which sources to look at more closely think about these ideas.





Is it current enough? Use the year of publication on the call number or in a database to
help narrow your options.
Is it scholarly enough - but not too technical? When looking through articles with
abstracts in a database, skim the abstract to see if at least some of the article is
understandable. Focus first on the first and last lines of the abstract, then look more
closely if it seems interesting. When looking at magazine and newspaper articles, check
the length. If it's less than 400 words or one page or less, it may be too insubstantial to
be very helpful.
Is at least part of the source of interest? When you see a book on the shelf that has
potential, take it off the shelf and skim the table of contents. Or, if you have a specific
enough subject, see if it's covered in the index. You don't have to read a book in its
entirety to find the good bits.

Be sure you do some skimming before you print anything off or haul books back to your dorm
room. Quite often, a source that seems to be exactly on your topic turns out to be not very
helpful after all. You don't want to discover that when you're sitting down to write a paper
that's due tomorrow.

How Do I Find Books in This Library?
In brief, our library catalog is the search engine that will tell you what books we have and where
they are shelved. You can search by "all fields" (that is, the information in the catalog, not all of
the contents of the book) or by author, title, or subject. Because catalogers describe the subject
of books as a whole - rather than going into detail about everything the book contains - your
searches will work best if you keep your search terms quite general.
Once you have a list of results, look for the call number - a letter and number combination that
indicates where the book is shelved. Some books are shelved on the upper level and the rest
are on the main floor. (There's more information available on how call numbers work. They
take a little getting used to.)
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Once you've located a book that looks interesting, browse the shelves around it. The Library of
Congress classification system used in this library puts books on the same subject together;
because you can look directly at the books while choosing, browsing is an effective way to
discover useful sources.
How books are published
How books are published depends on the audience. "Trade publishers" - the segment of the
industry that produces books for a general audience - tend to look for books that will appeal to
a lot of readers because they are a for-profit business dependent on sales. Small publishers may
focus on a particular niche audience. Scholarly book publishers, such as university presses, tend
to publish books that are fairly specialized and carefully vetted by other scholars. These are the
books that are often most useful for research. One common type of scholarly book is the
"edited collection" - an anthology of essays by different authors on a common topic. College
textbooks digest and summarize a great deal of information and are produced with a classroom
market in mind. Libraries add very few textbooks to their collections, preferring to use their
resources for primary and secondary sources that generally retain their value for a longer
period of time.
In general, books take quite a while to write, edit, and produce, so they are not the place to
look for the very latest information. However, they can be a good source of in-depth
information and often provide context that may be absent from other kinds of sources. It's
worth noting that, while books go through an editorial process, they are not fact-checked by
publishers. Getting the facts right is the job of the author.
Increasingly books are becoming available in electronic form. Be aware, however, that a large
number of the full-text books available free online are not current. They can be put online
because they are out of copyright; the newest ones date back to the first years of the 20th
century. Even in the case of classics, a newer print edition provides up-to-date translations and
notes that aren't available online.
Searching library catalogs
Library catalogs describe the books in a particular library's collection (as well as material in
other formats: videos, sound recordings, and so forth). That description lets searchers find
books by their titles, authors, or subjects.
It's relatively easy to search for a book with a known author or title. Subjects are trickier. There
are two different approaches you can take. One is to search "anywhere in record" (sometimes
called a "keyword search"). The other is to use the subject headings that catalogers use. These
are often not the words you would think to use. For example, catalogers don't use the phrase
"Native Americans" - they use "Indians of North America." Instead of "film" they use "Motion
Pictures."
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A useful strategy is to find a book that looks promising in the catalog and examine its subject
headings - usually found toward the bottom of the record. These may suggeting alternative
terms may be useful in formulating a new search. And if you're truly stumped, ask a reference
librarian.
You can do a quick search from the library's home page. Once inside the catalog you can use
the clues on the left-hand side of your search results to refine your search by limiting results by
a narrower topic, publication date, format, language, and more.

A word to the wise: It's important to use both catalogs and browsing to find what's inside our
books. Subject headings will help you find which sections of the collection are best for
browsing; only while browsing will you be able to choose which books will be best for your
purposes.
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Your user name and password is different in the catalog than for e-mail. Whenever the catalog
wants to know who you are and asks for a username and password, it really wants your ID card
barcode and your last name, not your Gustavus network username and password.
Some current books can be searched online, though not read or printed for free. Both Amazon
and Google Book Search can help you identify exactly where a phrase occurs or when a
character is mentioned or check the accuracy of a quote. However, not all the books you might
use are included in these search engines and often you can't see more than selections.
Where are all the books?
The first thing you need when finding books is their call number - the numbers and letters that
tell you where the books are. Write them down as you search the catalog.

The call numbers will tell you where to head next. Most of the books are part of the "general
collection" and the ones that have call numbers starting with A - PQ are shelved on the upper
level. General collection books starting with PR - Z are on the main floor. You may notice that
some books are in different collections and are in different places.






Children's collection - upper level, at the front, on the west side
Oversized collection - upper level, at the back, on the west side
Browsing - main floor, near the front entrance
Hasselquist - main floor, behind the reference desk
Reference - main floor, along the west wall

For more details, see our maps of the first floor (lower level), second floor (main floor), and
third floor (upper level). You can also get more information about how call numbers work.
Why doesn't this library have any fiction?
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We do! We just don't shelve it in alphabetical order the way most public libraries do. To find
fiction, search the catalog by author or title. If you aren't sure what you want, take a look at our
Browsing Collection of popular and fairly recent books or check out books recommended by our
students and faculty.

How Can I Find Articles?
You will want to use articles in many of your research projects. The library has lots of databases
that can help you find articles relevant for almost any topic. Databases for articles and other
materials offer references to publications that may or may not be in this library; some
databases offer full text of articles and others simply citations. There are in-depth databases
that cover publications in a particular field and others that are interdisciplinary. Databases can
be accessed from a drop-down list on the library's main page; you can see what's available by
major or subject here. Here are two databases that are useful for many different topics.




Academic Search Premier
Searches both general magazines and scholarly journals on a wide variety of topics.
Some are full text; others are merely citations to things that have been published. One
way to limit a search is to check the "scholarly (peer reviewed) journals" box to exclude
popular magazines from your search.
Google Scholar
This variation on the popular search engine focuses on academic articles. One
interesting feature of this search engine is that it shows how often a particular article
has been cited. Because Google Scholar indexes publishers' information, it often leads to
articles that are not available for free. Look for the message "link to FullText @
Gustavus" to the right of citations - those are available in full text from our library.

How articles are published
There are very different processes involved in publishing different kinds of articles. Newspapers
rely on a team of staff reporters as well as free-lance writers to create what is famously called
"the first draft of history." They also draw on a shared pool of "wire services" so that you often
will find in a local newspaper an article written for the Associated Press or for a different
newspaper published elsewhere.
Magazines are similar, though they are typically less immediate than newspapers and cover
local news in less depth. There are hosts of general magazines such as The New Yorker and
Harper's. Some magazines consciously reflect a political perspective. The National Review
represents a conservative perspective, while The Nation is left-wing. Others, such as New
Scientist, focus on a particular subect but are written for a general audience. And then there are
"trade publications," magazines written to cover a particular business or industry. Articles in
those magazines are written by journalists who specialize in those fields.
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Scholarly journals contain articles that are more analytical and are written by scholars, for
scholars. They raise questions and apply research methods that are specific to a discipline such
as history or chemistry. These generally go through a process of "peer review" in which other
scholars weigh in on the value and validity of each article before it is published. Scholarly
journals also publish other kinds of articles, such as reviews of scholarly books. Because
scholarly articles take time to research and to be reviewed by peers, scholarly journals will not
be as current as newspapers or magazines; however they can provide perspectives that make
sense of current events. They also can become news. A scholarly article that reports on how
charter schools are doing or on a new medical study may become the subject of a story in The
New York Times.
Kinds of databases
We have many different databases - so many, it can be bewildering. Some provide only
references to published articles, sometims with "abstracts" (summaries). Some provide the full
text of the articles. Some are a mix of full-text and references.
Some are interdisiplinary and try to cover a great many subjects and kinds of publications.
Academic Search Premier is an example. Others specialize in a particular format, such as
newspapers. A note about newspapers: most of them have Websites with free material, but
some charge for articles. Use the library's newspaper databases rather than pay a fee.
For each major, there are discipline-specific specialized databases, that focus more narrowly on
a subject area, but in far more depth than any other database. Though these may not be a place
to start researching an unfamiliar topic, they are essential for more advanced projects.
Though many databases focus on articles published in the past thirty years or so, some serve as
historical archives. JSTOR, for example, is a full-text archive of scholarly journals; in most cases
recent years are not included, but you will find articles published back in the 1920s. When using
this database, take care you aren't using out-of-date analysis. The New York Times Historical
database does not include current years of the newspaper (though you can search those
elsewhere). But it does cover the past - back to 1851!
If you are looking for historical magazines, you won't find these online. However, we have a
print index you can use that goes back to 1900. Just ask a reference librarian to point you
toward The Reader's Guide to Periodicals. Many of the indexed magazines are available on the
lower level of the library in print.
How to search databases
You can afford to be far more specific in your search terms when looking for shorter pieces of
writing such as articles than when looking for books. The trick is deciding which terms to use.
Be prepared to rethink your search multiple times and use an advanced search option when
available.
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Many databases include subject headings or descriptors in records for a particular article. Use
these to rethink your search terms. You can also shorten a search term and end it with an
asterisk. For example "psycholog*" as a search term will look for psychology, psychological,
psychologist, and so on.
You can also combine terms in a variety of ways using "and," "or," and "not." Synonyms can be
strung together to search them all at once using the "or" connector. ("Pumas or Mountain
Lions" will find both.) You can narrow a search down by using the "and" connector. ("Ireland
and peace" will find information about both topics.) You can also elminate terms from a search
using "not" ("viruses not computer").
Once you've identified an interesting article, look for a yellow "find it!" button to see if it is
available either in full text or in print. Print journals are shelved on the lower level
alphabetically by title, with the most recent issues in separate A-Z section from the older issues.
With the exception of the most recent issue of the most popular magazines (shelved near the
Browsing Collection), you may check magazines and jouranals out for a week.
If an article is not available in full text or in print, there is an option to request it through
interlibrary loan, using your barcode number and last name to identify yourself. This generally
means it will be scanned in for you at another library. An e-mail message will be sent to you
with a URL and pin number to retrieve it. Though these scanned articles are sometimes are
available within 24 hours, they can take longer. Plan ahead.
Sometimes you come across a footnote with an article that looks interesting. You don't need to
turn to a database to find it. Check the title of the magazine or journal (not the article title) in
our journal locator. If it is not available here, you can click a button to fill in a blank interlibrary
loan request. These will come the same way as described above.

How Can I Find Good Sources on the Web?
Some questions are easier to answer through the web than others. If it has to do with current
events, law, computers, popular culture, commercial products, organizations, or public affairs,
the web offers a lot; if you're looking for research or scholarship, you aren't as likely to find
what you want (though in some fields that is changing). Not everyone wants to give their
research away for free.
Tips for successful searching
If your topic is broad, you might do well to start with a selective, annotated directory such as
IPL2; or try some of the links on our pages for research by major programs.
It's particularly important to evaluate Web resources before you decide to use them in your
research.
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The first question to ask is: should I use the Web for this project or not? The Web is great for
some topics, but is not a good place to find literary criticism, scholarly analysis of social issues,
or the kind of broad overview written by a noted scholar that a really good specialized
encyclopedia can provide. In addition to its print resources, libraries often pay for resources
that are accessed through the web; these aren't indexed in search engines. Some "free" sites
for magazines and newspapers charge for using their archives; library databases offer them at
no charge. Consider these steps as you plan a search:







Think about what you need and which key words might describe it.
Think about what organizations or government entities might provide information on
your topic.
Use what you find to refine your search (such as the name of an organization or a
government agency). >li>Limit a search to a given domain by including it in your search
statement. For example, autism site:.gov will search for autism on government
Websites. Or use the various limit options available through an advanced search.
Use Wikipedia if you have a broad topic and your search results aren't turning up good
material; then see if the links at the end of the article are useful.
Turn to Google Scholar or library database for research-based sources.

Use these strategies as you sort through your results:




Shorten a URL to get to a root page by deleting everything after the first slash.
Follow links to find out about the page's author or sponsoring agency.
Examine the URL to see where it originated. For example, URLs containing .k12 are
hosted at elementary and secondary schools, so may be intended for a young audience;
those ending in .gov are government agencies, so tend to be "official" information.
Domains may include information about what country the site is from: .au for Australia,
.uk for United Kingdom, and so on.

Evaluating Websites
Because there is such a wide variety of information from so many sources on the Web, it's
extremely important to evaluate what you find using the same criteria you use for all your
sources.
Ironically, Web sources that seem scholarly are quite often badly out of date. The Catholic
Encyclopedia, for example, is a copy of a reference work pubished in 1917. The library has the
up-to-date 2002 edition in the reference collection, but had to pay rather a lot of money for it.
The one that is free online is so old it's no longer under copyright. Unfortunately, though
convenient, it's only useful if you want information about the Catholic church in 1917. A few
things have changed since then.
See the online tutorial for links to good sites.
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What About Other Kinds of Information?
You may well want to dig in a little deeper by seeking out statistics or maps or even by doing
your own field work. Stop by the reference desk to talk about your options.
Finding Statistics
Numbers may look like pure facts and are often presented as irrefutable proof, but they are
shaped by the methods used to gather them. Whenever you use statistics, pay critical attention
to who gathered them, how, when, and for what purpose.
The federal government provides a vast amount of data, summarized in the handy little book
The Statistical Abstract of the United States (shelved behind the reference desk). This is often a
good place to start.
Finding government documents
The US government is a prodigious publisher, and so are local, state, foreign, and international
governments. Many of their current publications can be found online. The library also has a
collection of documents on the lower level that is provided through the Federal Depository
System. Those that have been added in recent years can be found through our catalog.
See the online tutorial for links to statistical sources, map sources, and government documents
online.
Conducting fieldwork
You may have the opportunity to conduct original research by interviewing subjects, conducting
a survey, holding focus groups, or recording systematic observations at a study site. This may
require approval from the Institutional Review Board, a committee that ensures the college
complies with rules for research with human or animal subjects. Check with your teacher about
this step before distrubing a survey or conducting other research involving people. It can also
be time-consuming to recruit subjects and devise a means of gathering and interpreting your
results. See The Everyday Writer for more informaiton about conducting fieldwork.
Using the college archives
There are many opportunties to do original research with the unique materials found in the
College and Lutheran Church Archives. You can find historical records of departments, college
organizations, athletics, and much more. Some of the materials in the archives have been
digitized, but far from all. Because the archives includes unique materials, they are organized
and preserved differently than everything else in the library and you must make an
appointment ahead of time.
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How do I know which sources are worth locating and reading?
Make sure you keep sight of your focus as it evolves and deepens. You don't need to find all of
the available sources, but you do want good ones that answer the questions you have posed for
yourself and serve as convincing evidence for your reader. Your sources are your "expert
witnesses" - so make sure they come with impeccable credentials.
Critique, compare, corroborate
As you search, keep track of the most promising sources and then look at them closely, asking
yourself these questions.








is it relevant? Does this source help me accomplish my task?
is it timely? Is it too dated? is it a primary source from the historical period I'm
interested in?
is it written for an appropriate audience? Has it repackaged information in a way that
oversimplifies it? will my reader expect more technical or scholarly information than
this?
is it authoritative? Are there clues that tell me why I (and my reader) should rely on this
source? Why does the author present this information, and does that purpose suggest a
particular bias? Does it analyze or advocate for a particular stance?
does it makes sense? Does the information hang together logically? Does it provide
evidence for its claims that is persuasive?

When you aren't an expert, it may seem daunting to evaluate the work others have published,
but a book's table of contents or an article's opening paragraphs will help establish relevance.
The language it is written in will help you decide if it is scholarly enough and yet not too highly
technical for your purposes. Information given about the author might help you decide how
much an authority he or she is. For Web sources, follow links to information "about this site" or
to an author's home page, or shorten the URL to everything up to the first slash to see what its
parent page looks like. When in doubt, check with your instructor.
Compare: In addition to looking at the quality of individual sources, compare them so that you
can see where there are differences and conflicts. Even if you are heading toward a particular
conclusion, you want to discuss alternative perspectives so your reader gets the big picture.
Corroborate: If you feel as if you're going out on a limb, try to corroborate the information you
want to use in another source. A reference librarian can help you do that.
Popular versus scholarly sources
Quite often you will be expected to use "scholarly" or "peer-reviewed" sources. How can you
tell whether a source is scholarly? Look for these indicators.
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The author is a scientist or scholar, not a journalist. Usually you can find some note
about where the author works, and more often than not it's at a college or university.
The audience is other researchers, scientists, or scholars, so the language is fairly
complex and assumes a level of sophistication.
If an article, it is fairly long. It's rare for a scholarly article to be one or two pages.
It includes references and/or a bibliography.

Though many databases let you limit a search to scholarly articles, they aren't fool proof. As an
example, they will include book reviews, which are not reporting original research and may not
be what your course instructor has in mind. When in doubt, check with your professor. And
take a look at "Anatomy of a Scholarly Article" from North Carolina State University Library.
Primary versus secondary sources
The term "primary source" is defined differently by different disciplines. In the humanities, a
primary source is a historical document, such as a diary, memoir, a work of art, a news account
published when an event was fresh - something from the historical period under examination,
unfiltered by anyone else. In the sciences, a primary source is a scientist's write-up of their
research that includes their methods and results, as opposed to science journalism or a
summary of research (a "review article") that has been conducted to provide an overview of
research on a given topic.
A secondary source is one that has already been analyzed by someone else.Moving even
further from the unfiltered event is a teriary source such as a textbook, that summarizes
knowledge in general terms.
Using primary sources, whether in science or the humanities, helps a researcher get as close as
possible to the subject under examination. Using primary sources can be a good way to point
your reader to the raw materials of your ideas and provide an opportunity for you to do your
own, original analysis.
To find historical primary sources, check out our guide to primary sources available in our
library.
Tracing cited works
One of the most powerful ways to find valuable sources and assess their signifcance is to follow
the breadcrumb trail left by scholars in their published work. When researchers cite sources,
they are bolstering their argument by providing evidence, but also pointing readers to places
they can go for more information. Take them up on it!
In addition to references in books and articles, the bibliographies found in specialized reference
works such as the New Grove Dictionary of Music or the Encyclopedia of Psychology will point
you to the most significant research on a topic, an efficient shortcut to the best stuff.
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Once you see a reference that looks good, how do you get your hands on it? Here's a quick
checklist.






Is the reference to a book? Search the title of the book in MnPALS Plus.
Is the reference to a chapter or essay in a book? Check the book title in MnPALS Plus
(not the title of the essay).
Is the reference to a journal article? Click on the Journals link and type in the title of the
journal.
Did you strike out? Request it through Interlibrary Loan.
Not sure what it is? Ask at the reference desk.

How Can I Use Sources Without Plagiarizing?
The trick to effective writing using sources is remember that sources come from people, and
the people you cite are helping you build a case, make an argument, or explain ideas. Use your
sources strategically - as allies and informants.
From a reader's perspective, it's helpful to know who you are relying on, so try to introduce
your sources with a signal phrase that tells your reader where the source came from and why
it's worth paying attention to. Here are some examples.




"In a report from the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, a federal agency that tracks crime,
..."
"According to Tim Wu, a law professor at Columbia University and an expert on net
neutrality, ..."
"A 2011 study from the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life, a non-partisan, nondenominational research center, found that ..."

Though sources are important, how you talk about them in your own words is paramount. If
you are paraphrasing sentences from a source, be careful that you aren't copying the sentence
and just changing a word here and there. Even if you cite that source, copying too closely is
considered plagiarism. Limit your use of direct quotations to those instances when accuracy of
a key phrase is important or when you want to call attention to the particular wording of an
idea.
In most cases, you're best bet is to know your material well enough that you can set a source
aside and write about its ideas in your own words. Otherwise, you run the risk of simply
compiling a data dump or creating a patchwork of quotations. When you can sum up the gist of
a source - its main point - instead of quoting from it excessively, that will save your reader time
and will demonstrate that you really know the material. It will also leave more room for you to
put your own stamp on the ideas you are writing about. The Everyday Writer has good
information about integrating sources effectively in academic writing. You will also find the
tutors at the Writing Center are knowledgeable about the best way to incorporate source
material into your writing.
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I’m stuck! Where Can I Get Help?
First of all, don't panic! Research is difficult and nobody expects you to know how to do it all on
your own. Check with your teacher if you aren't sure how to narrow your topic or want a
second opinion on sources and strategies.
Stop by the Writing Center at any point during the process for expert advice from your talented
peers. The Advising Center can help with issues such as time management and organization.
In the library, visit the reference desk and let us know how it's going. We're sitting there for a
reason; unless we're helping someone else, we're just killing time waiting for your questions.
Don't be embarrassed - even seniors writing their theses ask us questions!
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